PROJECT SHIELD
ABOUT PROJECT SHIELD
Project Shield is a public-private partnership
effort growing across the Gulf Coast. Originating
within the City of Mobile, through the Mobile
Police Department Cyber-Intelligence Unit,
Project Shield allows law enforcement and
first responders access to live video feeds
and camera systems during times of critical
emergency and investigation. Ideas of the past
about how law enforcement can respond better,
more strategically, and more quickly, have now
given way to reality.
Officers can quickly access Project Shield video feeds from the state-of-the-art Joint

Operations Center.
Project Shield is the gateway between the
valuable assets possessed by virtual crime
involvement to the front lines of technological crime
deterrance, local business surveillance systems, and
fighting. Although these camera feeds are not monitored,
even camera systems sponsored by nearby homeowners’ they are easily accessible during times of emergency
associations. Project Shield is more than just camera
or law enforcement investigation. What better, than to
system access, it’s about partnership.
see where officers are responding, before they even
get there, resulting in a significantly higher chance of
apprehending the offender. Join today, and partner with
the thousands of live video feeds already connected
through Project Shield.

Help make Mobile the safest city in America with respect for everyone.

CONNECTING
Partnering with Project Shield is open to anyone who has
a live video camera surveillance system, whether at work,
at home, or at school. The Mobile Police Department is
excited to review interest from all prospective partners.
Currently, Project Shield connects with public and private
schools, government and pubilc entities, private business
concerns, as well as individual homeowners and private
homeowners’ or property owners’ associations.
Project Shield’s value is widely recognized and has
been adopted by other agencies, establishing similar
partnerships in their local communities. If you live, work,
or vist the Mobile community, you have a vested interest
in keeping Mobile safe. Project Shield takes community
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HOW TO JOIN
Joining the team is easier than you think. There are
no specific camera systems required, other than the
minimal requirement that each system must connect
to the Internet. This requirement is what allows for the
remote connection by the Mobile Police Department.
Our connections are secure, and we enforce strict privacy
guidelines with how your video feed is handled.
Join today at mobilepd.org/project-shield or call
251-208-1860. Ask about other training programs and
presentations available for partners.
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